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metal slug xx is the mix of action, arcade, platformer, and fighting genres created by snk for microsoft windows. the game includes the fabulous characters from the classic metal slug series and lets the player assume the role of tarma. the game takes place in the 3d
environment and focuses on the gameplay of the previous games in the series. it also uses the classic weapons and controls to perform the tasks. during the game, the player can move from the platform to platform to fight the enemies and use the weapons. the game offers

the team-based multiplayer mode where the players can join either against the cpu or each other. metal slug xx includes prominent features such as the refined gameplay, visual changes, and more. check it out, and have fun. parasite eve: call 2 is an action, fighting, and
role-playing video game developed by rafal of eipix entertainment and published by natsume for microsoft windows. it is the sequel to the parasite eve games and is a direct sequel of the second game. the game takes place in the 3d environment and allows the player to

assume the role of the main character, eve. the player starts the game as a rookie police officer who has to solve the mystery of the missing girl’s case. it includes several side-scrolling and 3d battles and allows the player to move from point to point in the game. the player
has to kill the enemies and collect power-ups while solve the puzzle to uncover the truth. the player can choose between three characters during the gameplay, and each character has its own unique abilities and attacks. the game includes prominent features like the 3d

fighting gameplay, redone graphics, and the beautiful cast of characters. check it out, and have fun.
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metro: last light is an action-adventure, third-person, and survival-horror video game developed by 4a games and published by deep silver. it is the sequel to metro 2033 and is the last installment of the metro series. metal slug 7 is an action-adventure, platformer and
fighting video game created by snk for microsoft windows. the game has a similar gameplay to the classic metal slug series and stars tarma. the game takes place in the 3d environment, and the goal of the player is to shoot the enemies from the cannon at the opponent and
maneuver the vehicle to the end of the level. the player can also drop items to destroy the wall, and interact with them to boost his score and collect items for power-ups. the players can move from platform to platform and collect power-ups as well. the game offers the team-
based multiplayer mode where the players can join either against the cpu or each other. the battle takes place in the 2d and 3d environment. metal slug 7 includes prominent features like a refined gameplay, visual changes, and more. check it out, and have fun. metal slug x

is the mix of action, arcade, platformer, and fighting genres created by snk for microsoft windows. the game includes the fabulous characters from the classic metal slug series and lets the player assume the role of tarma. the game takes place in the 2d environment and
focuses on the gameplay of the previous games in the series. it also uses the classic weapons and controls to perform the tasks. during the game, the player can move from the platform to platform to fight the enemies and use the weapons. the game offers the team-based

multiplayer mode where the players can join either against the cpu or each other. metal slug x includes prominent features such as the refined gameplay, visual changes, and more. check it out, and have fun. 5ec8ef588b
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